7.2 Special application cleaners

DUROSTICK D-19 GRAFFITI REMOVER Powerful graffiti remover
PROPERTIES
Extra powerful graffiti remover.
It cleans surfaces made of metal and
glass, concrete as well as plaster,
marble, tiles and stone.
It removes graffiti (pic.3) quickly and
easily without leaving any stains and
without damaging the painted surface.
It cleans walls soiled with spray paint,
permanent markers or ball point pens
in areas such as children’s’ rooms
(providing there is adequate ventilation in the room).

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Form - Color

Liquid - Transparent

Denity

1.03±0.08 kg/lt

Application temperature

From +5°C to +35°C

Flammable

No

pic. 3
pic. 1

CONSUMPTION
Approximately 500ml/3m² of surface.
STORAGE
Store in places with low humidity, away from any heat source,
for at least 36 months from production date.
SAFETY DIRECTIONS
The product is classified as harmful. It is recommended to keep
away from the reach of children and apply it in well ventilated
areas. Before use, refer to the cautions on the product
packaging or the Material Safety Data Sheet.
PACKAGING

414

USE

Spray the surface with DUROSTICK
D-19 GRAFFITI REMOVER.
Continue by scrubbing the surface
using a soft cloth or sponge, depending on the surface. After removing the
graffiti, rinse the surfaces with clean
APPLICATIONS
water. If it is necessary, repeat the
D - 1 9 G R A F F I T I R E M O V E R o f process on porous surfaces with bold
DUROSTICK is suitable for almost any and persistent stains.
surface. Cleaning graffiti from school
surfaces and university facilities or ATTENTION
public and private buildings (pic.1,2) D-19 GRAFFITI REMOVER is a very
with D-19 GRAFFITI REMOVER is powerful cleaner. It is recommended,
particularly cost effective compared before any application on any painted
to repainting.
surface, to spot check the product.
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Carton box with 15 pcs of 500ml each one
5lt container

Ideal for cleaning graffiti from surfaces coated with the polyurethane paint
DUROSTICK ANTIGRAFFITI. There is
no reason to repaint those surfaces
because the paint remains unaffected,
even after repeated cleanings.
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